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From Maria Herrera to Everyone:  10:42 AM 

can I do the IDP for the next 12 months ..?  

From Rosina Racioppi to Everyone:  10:43 AM 

your IDP is a work in progress. It will evolve and shift over this year 

Your IDP creates a roadmap for how you work toward your Strategic Leadership Vision. It should shift 

over time 

From Nour Masri to Everyone:  10:50 AM 

Challenge:  Setting measurement indicators leveraging strengths and but also for building other 

competencies (how do I know am doing better) 

From Nadia Hamid to Everyone:  10:52 AM 

challenge: dynamic and full of risks context we have 

From Nadia Hamid to Everyone:  11:07 AM 

missing you a lot dearest Elina!!!! 

From Nancy to Everyone:  11:15 AM 

can you repeat the questions plz 

From Yanthe Cornelissen to Everyone:  11:23 AM 

I dont think we have enough time in the break out rooms 

we weren't able to give feedback and the last person couldn't say anything 

From Arwa Humaid to Everyone:  11:24 AM 

only 3 people had the chance to talk, the rest 3 didn’t 

From Nancy to Everyone:  11:25 AM 

suggestion: if we can't have enough time to share and receive feedback in break room, we could do this 

as one group and hear a couple of people and benefit from feedback and discussion. 

From Elina.Silen to Everyone:  11:28 AM 

I agree with what the others are saying. this would be more interactive 

From Jihene Touil to Everyone:  11:31 AM 

I liked the break room, Feedback tips :) and how to develop IDP 

From Lea Kai to Everyone:  11:31 AM 

I feel we are being too horizontal and not too vertical,  

we should go deeper in each topic, especially the IDPs 
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From Huda.Khattab to Everyone:  11:32 AM 

Helpful: clarifications about statement of strategic vision. How to deal with feedback.  Thank you, I 

notice this as well. 

For tomorrow: looking forward to receiving guidance on how to interact with mentors. 

From Nadia Hamid to Everyone:  11:32 AM 

very helpful in particular in discovering yourself and where you would like to go 


